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A Level Physics 
 

 

Why study Physics? 
There are a wide variety of opportunities for those with Physics training, especially for 

those who can tackle technical information and who can ‘think for themselves’. 

 
Physics at Chepstow School makes use of traditional class teaching and demonstrations, 

in conjunction with the use of printed resource materials, class discussion, group and 

individual practical work. Questions are answered by students systematically covering 

each section of work. Practice questions are handed in for marking as are practical 

accounts, allowing progress to be monitored and help given where appropriate. 

 
Practical work is an essential element in the development of concepts in the course, and 

experimental and analytical skills are developed through the practical programme. The 

school is well equipped for experimental work and provides access to computers and 

specialised Physics equipment. 

 
What are the Physics course entry requirements? 
Students starting A Level Physics will have achieved at least a grade B Double or Triple 

Award. It is also advisable that students opt for Mathematics at A-Level also due to the 

level of numeracy skills involved. We would also advise that pupils only opt for this 

course if they also have at least a B in Mathematics at GCSE. 

Ability in applying mathematic principles is known to aid progress through the A-Level 

Physics course, and although it is not a requirement that Physics students follow the A 

Level Mathematics course, Ability at this level in mathematics can indicate success 

Physics at A Level.  

 

What will I learn and how will I be assessed? 

Year 12 
The WJEC specification content is divided into units which contain core elemental Physics 

content. 

Students sit 2 exams in year 12 and 2 exams in year 13, they will also partake in a 

practical exam. The table below indicates areas of study, the exams and their duration 

and their relative weighting. 
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Year 12 

 

 
 

A mix of short answer and extended answer structured 
questions with some set in a practical context. 

 

 
 

A mix of short answer and extended answer structured 
questions with some set in a practical context. 

 
 
Year 13 
 

 
 

Section A: 80 marks 
A mix of short answer and extended answer questions with 
some set in a practical context. 
Section B: 20 marks - one comprehension question. 

 

 
 

 
Section A: 80 marks 
A mix of short answer and extended answer questions with 
some set in a practical context. 
Section B: 20 marks - choice of 1 out of 4 options: Alternating 
Currents, Medical Physics, The Physics of Sports, Energy and the 
Environment. 

 
A2 Unit 5  

Practical examination (50 Marks)  

10% of Qualification 
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This unit comprises two tasks. 
• Experimental Task (25 marks) 
• Practical Analysis Task (25 marks) 

 

What career opportunities could lead from Physics? 
There are many opportunities for employment based on possessing a physics A-Level 

on top of its weighting in applications to Universities. Such opportunities include: 

Theoretical Physicist, Engineering, Medicine, Pharmacy, Architecture, Research (and 

Development), Forensic, Medical-Physics, Astronomer and many many more. 

Engineering applications include – Aeronautics, Civil, Computer Systems, Cybernetics, 

Electrical, Electronic, Mechanical, Radiography, Recording, Telecommunication, etc. 

The versatility of physics (or at least a science) in conjunction with Mathematics allows 

the development of logical thought and numeric skills for an analytical career such as 

accountancy and systems analyst. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 


